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A B S T R A C T

There is ample evidence that both native and non-native listeners deal with speech variation by quickly tuning
into a speaker and adjusting their phonetic categories according to the speaker’s ambiguous pronunciation. This
process is called lexically-guided perceptual learning. Moreover, the presence of noise in the speech signal has
previously been shown to change the word competition process by increasing the number of candidate words
competing for recognition and slowing down the recognition process. Given that reliable lexical information
should be available quickly to induce lexically-guided perceptual learning and that word recognition is slowed
down in the presence of noise, and especially so for non-native listeners, the present study investigated whether
noise interferes with lexically-guided perceptual learning in native and non-native listening. Native English and
Dutch listeners were exposed to a story in English in clean speech or with stretches of noise. All the /l/ and
/ô/ sounds in the story were replaced with an ambiguous sound half-way between /l/ and /ô/. Although
noise altered the pattern of responses for the non-native listeners in a subsequent phonetic categorization task,
both native and non-native listeners demonstrated lexically-guided perceptual learning in both clean and noisy
listening conditions. We argue that the robustness of perceptual learning in the presence of intermittent noise
for both native and non-native listeners is additional evidence for the remarkable flexibility of native and
non-native perceptual systems even in adverse listening conditions.
1. Introduction

There are large variations among speakers in how they produce
sounds and words. This is due to differences in the speakers’ accent,
dialect, speaking style, and idiosyncrasies of their vocal tract or, for
instance, because the speaker has a speech impediment. There is am-
ple evidence that listeners deal with this variation by quickly tuning
into a speaker, even when pronunciations are ambiguous (e.g., Norris
et al., 2003; Reinisch and Holt, 2014). In order to do so, listeners
use lexical or phonotactic knowledge (for a review, see Samuel and
Kraljic, 2009). The mechanism through which adaptation occurs is
called lexically-guided perceptual learning or lexical retuning (Norris
et al., 2003).

Lexically-guided perceptual learning was first demonstrated by Nor-
ris and colleagues (2003). In their study, Dutch listeners were exposed
to words in Dutch with an ambiguous sound half-way between /f/
and /s/, denoted as [f/s], in a lexical decision task. One group of
listeners heard /f/-final words where the final /f/ sound was replaced
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E-mail addresses: droz.pol@gmail.com (P. Drozdova), r.vanhout@let.ru.nl (R. van Hout), sven.mattys@york.ac.uk (S. Mattys), o.e.scharenborg@tudelft.nl

by the ambiguous [f/s] sound (e.g., witlo[f/s] - chicory). These listeners
learned to interpret this ambiguous sound as an /f/, since the word
witlof is an existing Dutch word while witlos is not. The other group
of listeners was exposed to /s/-final words where the final /s/ was
replaced by the ambiguous [f/s] sound. These listeners learned to
interpret the ambiguous [f/s] sound as an /s/, as the /s/-interpretation
of the stimulus is an existing Dutch word while the /f/-interpretation
is not (e.g., baa[f/s], where baas is a Dutch word (boss) and baaf is
not). Retuning revealed itself in a subsequent phonetic categorization
task, where listeners exposed to the ambiguous items in /f/-final words
interpreted stimuli on an [Ef-Es] continuum more often as an [Ef] than
the listeners exposed to the ambiguous /s/-final words, and vice versa.

Exposure to an ambiguous sound triggers a temporary change
in listeners’ phonetic representations (Clarke-Davidson et al., 2008).
Lexically-guided perceptual learning generalizes to words that have
not been presented earlier (McQueen et al., 2006), so that, e.g., Dutch
adults interpret the previously unheard word lO[f/s] as lof (praise)
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or los (loose) depending on their previous exposure to witlo[f/s] or
aa[f/s], respectively (Scharenborg et al., 2015). This generalization of
earning to words not present in the exposure phase strongly suggests
hat the phonetic category adjustment occurs at the prelexical level of
rocessing (McQueen et al., 2006).

Norris et al. (2003) showed that lexically-guided perceptual learning
nly occurs when the ambiguous sound is included in an existing
ord, and not when the ambiguous sound is embedded in a non-
ord. They concluded that listeners adjust their phonetic category
oundaries only when their lexical knowledge can be exploited to
nterpret ambiguous stimuli. Cutler et al. (2008) extended this propo-
ition showing that ambiguous sounds in non-words can also induce
honetic category retuning, but only when they are part of a legal
equence of phonemes in the listener’s native language. Jesse and
cQueen (2011) showed that no learning occurs in native listening
hen ambiguous sounds are located at the start of words, and argued

hat in order for lexically-guided perceptual learning to occur, lexical
nowledge should be available quickly and should be reliable enough to
uide retuning. Although words containing the ambiguous sounds were
ecognized as words (80% acceptance rate on the ambiguous items
n the lexical decision task which was used in the exposure phase),
he disambiguating information was available too late relative to the
osition of the ambiguous sound at the start of the word for lexically-
uided perceptual learning to occur. This again shows the importance
f lexical information for lexically-guided perceptual learning, and
uggests that lexical competition should be resolved early enough to
rigger retuning.

Because of the essential role of lexical information in lexically-
uided perceptual learning, non-native listeners, who have arguably
ess stable and detailed lexical knowledge than native listeners (Gar-
ia Lecumberri et al., 2010), might possibly be hampered in adapting
o ambiguous sounds in a non-native language. Moreover, phonetic
ategories and contrasts present in the non-native language might be
bsent or realized differently from those in the native language of the
istener (Flege, 1995), which could result in failure to recognize the
mbiguous sound or not treating it as ambiguous enough to induce
etuning. Proficient non-native listeners do however show lexically-
uided perceptual learning, and are able to retune their native and
on-native phonetic categories at least when their native and non-
ative languages are phonologically similar (Bruggeman and Cutler,
020; Drozdova et al., 2016; Reinisch et al., 2013; Schuhmann, 2015)
r when the phonological system of the non-native language is simpler
han the listeners’ native phonological system (Cutler et al., 2018). Both
ative and non-native phonetic category representations are thus rather
lexible.

There are, however, limits to such flexibility. Samuel and Kraljic
2009) showed that retuning is blocked when variation in the signal
an be attributed to speaker-external factors. Kraljic et al. (2008a)
emonstrated that acoustic deviations due to context-dependent vari-
bility, e.g., caused by a certain dialect (e.g., the pronunciation of
s/ as /S/ when followed by /tr/ in Philadelphia English), prohibited
daptation in native listening. Similarly, no retuning emerges when
he ambiguity in the signal is caused by a pen in the mouth of the
peaker (Kraljic et al., 2008b). Another speaker-external factor blocking
exically-guided perceptual learning was found to be the presence of
ackground noise. Zhang and Samuel (2014) added signal-correlated
oise to their stimuli in the exposure phase, masking both the carrier
entences and the critical lexical items, but not the ambiguous sound (a
ound between /f/ and /s/). In contrast to listeners who performed the
ame task in clean speech, no lexically-guided perceptual learning was
bserved for listeners exposed to the stimuli masked by noise. Zhang
nd Samuel (2014) hypothesized that when the speech signal is noisy
nd hence more variable, native listeners do not treat the ambiguous
ound as a reliable cue to trigger retuning.

The presence of noise in the speech signal has also been found
o change the dynamics of phonological competition in native listen-
62

rs (Ben-David et al., 2011; Brouwer and Bradlow, 2011, 2016; Hintz
and Scharenborg, 2016; McQueen and Huettig, 2012; Scharenborg
et al., 2018). In the study by McQueen and Huettig (2012) participants
listened to sentences which were occasionally disrupted by bursts of
noise. They hypothesized that the presence of intermittent noise in-
creased listeners’ expectation of a distortion occurring, which leads to
a change in the lexical competition process. This change manifested
itself as an increase in the number of looks to the rhyme competitors
and a decrease in the number of looks to the onset competitors in
comparison to the clean listening condition. Moreover, the presence
of noise has been shown to increase the time listeners need to resolve
competition in spoken word recognition (e.g., Ben-David et al., 2011;
Brouwer and Bradlow, 2011, 2016). This slowing down is due to an
increase in the number of candidate words competing for recognition
when noise is present (Scharenborg et al., 2018), a longer activation
of the candidate words in the memory of the listeners (Brouwer and
Bradlow, 2011), and a reduced activation of the candidate words (Hintz
and Scharenborg, 2016). Relatedly, an eye-tracking study with cochlear
implant (CI) users (Farris-Trimble et al., 2014) showed differences in
the degree of peak and late competitor activation between CI users
and a CI simulation group of normal hearing participants. The authors
hypothesized that, similar to the participants in McQueen and Huettig
(2012), CI users keep competitors active in memory longer as they are
expecting degraded input, and consequently delay commitment to lexi-
cal items. Listeners are thus able to flexibly adjust their interpretation of
acoustic information and consequently their spoken-word recognition
processes as listening conditions change (see also Brouwer et al., 2012).

Listening in noise is typically found to be more challenging for non-
native than for native listeners (e.g., Mayo et al., 1997; Rogers et al.,
2006; Scharenborg et al., 2018; see for a review Garcia Lecumberri
et al., 2010; Scharenborg and van Os, 2019). Non-native listeners,
therefore, may provide an ideal testing ground for establishing the
interaction of two potentially crucial factors in lexically-guided percep-
tual learning: the characteristics of the speech signal and the lexical
knowledge available to the listeners. When the speech signal contains
background noise, the phonological match between the target word
and the activated words decreases (see Garcia Lecumberri et al., 2010).
This leads to an increase of the number of candidate words com-
pared to clean listening conditions, and this increase is even larger for
non-native listeners compared to native listeners (Scharenborg et al.,
2018).

The present study investigates the effect of intermittent noise on
lexically-guided perceptual learning in native and non-native listening.
Given the effect of noise on interpreting lexical information in the
speech signal, lexically-guided perceptual learning might be impeded
in noise. Indeed, Zhang and Samuel (2014) showed that noise through-
out the stimulus (with the exception of the critical sound) interferes
with lexically-guided perceptual learning in native listening. But what
happens when the speech signal is only occasionally disrupted with
noise? Based on the findings by McQueen and Huettig (2012) that
intermittent noise changes the dynamics of the competition process
for native listeners, we hypothesize that such a change potentially
delays recognition of the word with the ambiguous sound (Ben-David
et al., 2011; Brouwer and Bradlow, 2011, 2016), and subsequently
disrupts lexically-guided perceptual learning, especially for non-native
listeners, for whom the number of competing candidate words is larger
than for native listeners (Scharenborg et al., 2018). Therefore, we
predict a negative noise effect for native listeners on lexically-guided
perceptual learning and an even stronger negative noise effect for
non-native listeners, which could possibly be so strong that no lexically-
guided perceptual learning will take place. Our study is a test of
the robustness of perceptual learning and will help us to understand
the flexibility of native and non-native perceptual systems in adverse
listening conditions.

To investigate this hypothesis, lexically-guided perceptual learning
was examined in four listening conditions. In the first condition, na-

tive listeners of English were auditorily presented with a story (no
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background noise present) in English in which all /l/ and /ô/ sounds
ere replaced with an ambiguous [l/ô] sound. In the second condition,
nother group of native English listeners were presented with the same
tory, but this time parts of the story were masked with background
oise, while, crucially, words containing the target ambiguous sound
ere left intact. In the third experimental condition, Dutch non-native

isteners of English were exposed to the clean version of the same story
s the native listeners. Finally, in the fourth condition, Dutch non-
ative listeners were exposed to the story with intermittent background
oise.

Articulation of /l/ is similar in Dutch and English (Collins and
ees, 1999), while British English prevelar bunched approximant /ô/

nly occurs in Dutch in coda position (Mitterer et al., 2013; Scobbie
t al., 2009; Van de Velde and van Hout, 1999), where it never occurs
n English. Dutch listeners would thus have to create a language-
pecific phonetic category for British English /ô/ (Drozdova et al.,
016). After listening to the story, all participants performed a phonetic
ategorization task.

. Method

Following the standard procedure for lexically-guided perceptual
earning studies (e.g., Norris et al., 2003; Scharenborg et al., 2015;
hang and Samuel, 2014), all experiments included an exposure phase
nd a test phase. The exposure phase consisted of a story (Drozdova
t al., 2016; Eisner and McQueen, 2006) with a between-participant
anipulation (see Appendices A and B). Half of the participants listened

o the story where all /l/ sounds were replaced by an ambiguous [l/ô]
ound, while the other half of the participants listened to the same
tory where all /ô/ sounds were replaced by the ambiguous [l/ô] sound.
articipants were randomly assigned to one of the two versions of the
tory. During the test phase, all participants had to perform a phonetic
ategorization task. To obtain a measure of the lexical proficiency in
nglish of the non-native listeners, LexTALE (Lexical Test for Advanced
earners of English: Lemhöfer and Broersma, 2012) was administered
o the non-native listeners. LexTALE is an unspeeded lexical decision
ask in which participants are exposed to 60 items one-by-one shown
n a computer screen and have to decide upon the presentation of each
tem whether it is an existing word in English or not.

.1. Participants

One hundred and seventy-six native English speakers (33 males,
age = 20.9, SDage = 2.6), recruited from the Psychology Electronic

xperiment Booking system of the Department of Psychology of the
niversity of York, participated in the native versions of the experi-
ent. Two hundred and one native Dutch speakers (35 males, Mage
21.6, SDage = 2.1) were recruited from the Radboud University

ijmegen subject pool and participated in the non-native versions of the
xperiment. The Dutch participants had an average score of 68.5 (SD =
3.7) on the LexTALE test, which corresponds to an upper-intermediate
evel of proficiency (B2 level according to the Common European
ramework of Reference for Languages: Lemhöfer and Broersma, 2012).
he groups of native and non-native listeners who were exposed to the
tory in clean speech are supersets of those reported in Drozdova et al.
2016).

An overview of the number of participants for each condition is
hown in Table 1. The sample size of the native + noise condition
s smaller than that for the other three conditions due to recruitment
onstraints during the testing period. Prior to the experiment, all native
nd non-native participants filled in a questionnaire with questions
egarding any hearing or learning disorders and possible difficulties
n listening in the presence of background noise. Only participants
ithout self-reported learning or hearing disorders were included in
63

he experiments. Participants were assigned to only one condition.
able 1
umber of participants in each listening condition assigned to the /l/-ambiguous
nd the /ô/-ambiguous version of the story in clean speech and in the presence of
ntermittent noise.
Listeners Clean listening condition Noisy listening condition

/ô/-ambiguous /l/-ambiguous /ô/-ambiguous /l/-ambiguous

Native 52 48 39 37

Non-native 47 53 50 51

Additionally, 15 native Dutch participants (3 males, Mage = 23.1,
SDage= 4.7) took part in a pretest of the stimuli, and another eight
native Dutch participants (Mage = 22, SDage = 2.8) took part in a pilot
study to determine the appropriate length of the noise fragments in
the noisy condition. None of these participants were included in the
main experiments. All participants received a monetary reward for their
participation, and signed a consent form prior to the experiment.

2.2. Exposure phase: clean

The story used in the exposure phase was taken from a previous
experiment (Drozdova et al. 2016). It included 19 words containing
one /l/ sound and no /ô/ sounds, and 19 words containing one /ô/
sound and no /l/ sounds. The words were chosen from the CELEX
database (Baayen et al., 1995) and had frequencies of at least 100 per
million. Since lexically-guided perceptual learning is impeded when
listeners hear standard pronunciations of the target sound from the
same speaker (Kraljic and Samuel, 2011), no words in the story other
than the target words contained /l/ or /ô/. As retuning does not transfer
to other allophones of the same sound (Mitterer et al., 2013), all /l/ and
/ô/ occurred in the same position for all target words, i.e., at the onset
of the third or fourth syllable (except for one word: Internet). The story
consisted of 333 words, of which 38 were critical items (see Appendix A
for the story). The total duration of the story was 2 min 21 s.

The story was recorded by a male native speaker of British En-
glish from South West England in a sound-attenuated booth with a
Sennheiser ME 64 microphone at a sampling frequency of 44100 Hz.
In order to obtain the ambiguous sound between /l/ and /ô/, the
story was recorded in three versions. In the first version, all words
were pronounced in a natural way. In the second version, all words
containing an /l/ sound were pronounced with an /ô/ sound (e.g., accu-
murated). In the third version, all /ô/ sounds were substituted with /l/
sounds (e.g., wondeling). The words were then excised at the positive-
going zero crossings from each version of the story and zero-padded
with 25 ms silence at the onset and the offset using Praat (Boersma
and Weenink, 2009). The pitch contours of the two items from each
pair (e.g., memory-memoly) were equalized and, following the proce-
dure described by Scharenborg and Janse (2013), morphed with the
STRAIGHT algorithm (Kawahara et al., 1999). STRAIGHT first decom-
poses the input files into source parameters and spectral parameters,
and subsequently removes pitch information, while keeping frequency
information. In order to keep coarticulatory information of upcoming
/l/ and /ô/ in the syllable preceding the critical sound available to the
listener, whole words were morphed rather than separate sounds. As
a result of morphing the item-pairs, an 11-step continuum was created
where step 0 was the most /l/-like sound and step 10 the most /ô/-like.

To determine the most ambiguous step between /l/ and /ô/, a
pre-test with 15 Dutch listeners was conducted. We chose the most
ambiguous steps on the basis of a pre-test with non-native listeners
rather than native listeners to ensure that the chosen steps were indeed
ambiguous for the non-native listeners, the group we were primarily
interested in.

The pre-test consisted of a phonetic categorization task, where
listeners had to decide whether they heard a stimulus with an /l/ or
an /ô/ sound by pressing the corresponding button on the button box.

Participants listened to five different steps of the continuum, i.e., steps
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1, 3, 5, 7, 9. The left button of the button box corresponded to the
item containing an /l/, whereas the right button corresponded to the
item with an /ô/. The two possible answers were also presented on a
computer screen with the /l/-reading of the stimulus (e.g., wondeling)
on the left side of the screen and the /ô/-reading (e.g., wondering)
on the right side of the screen. In half of the trials, the /l/ answer
was an existing word and the /ô/ answer a non-word and in the other
half of the trials the /ô/ answer was a word and the /l/ answer was a
non-word. Participants categorized five steps of each critical word (38
words) and test word (4 words: see subsection Test Phase). Each step
of the continuum was presented twice to the participants. Participants
categorized 400 items in total.

The proportions of /l/ and /ô/ responses for the test items were
alculated. The step on the continuum that received approximately 50%
f both responses was chosen as the most ambiguous one. The most
mbiguous step was determined individually for each word and then
pliced into the corresponding version of the story. Two versions of
he story were created: in one version, all words containing an /l/
ound were replaced by the ambiguous [l/ô] sound while all /ô/ sounds
emained natural; in the second version, all words containing an /ô/
ound were replaced by the ambiguous [l/ô] sound while all /l/ sounds
emained natural.

.3. Exposure phase: noise

For the experiments in the noisy condition, speech-shaped noise was
dded to the story. For lexically-guided perceptual learning to occur,
isteners needed to be able to comprehend the story, hence a signal-
o-noise ratio (SNR) was created that challenged listening but did not
everely impair recognition accuracy. The SNR was chosen on the basis
f a study by Scharenborg and colleagues (2018). In this study, Dutch
on-native listeners of English had an average recognition accuracy of
3.8% for English words partially embedded in speech-shaped noise at
n SNR of 0 dB. This was deemed an appropriate SNR for our criteria.
ollowing McQueen and Huettig (2012) noise was placed on several
ragments of the story, so that at least one word, but typically two
ords (range 1–4 words), preceding and typically at least one word

ollowing the critical word was unmasked.
The noise was automatically added to fragments of the story using

Praat (Boersma and Weenink, 2009) script. First, boundaries were
anually placed in the signal on the positive zero crossings in Praat.
he fragments that were to be masked were marked with an X on the
ier. The Praat script then placed a random chunk of the noise signal
n the marked part of the audio file. Before adding noise, the audio
ile was down-sampled to 16000 Hz to match the sampling frequency
f the noise file.

The length of the noise fragments was determined on the basis of
pre-test with eight native Dutch listeners. During the pre-test, par-

icipants listened to the partially-masked story, and afterwards had to
nswer five short questions to check their comprehension of the story.
ll eight participants answered two to four comprehension questions
orrectly (M = 3.25), which confirmed that the presence of noise made
istening challenging but did not severely harm comprehension. For the
oise-added version of the story, see Appendix B.

.3.1. Test phase
The test phase consisted of a phonetic categorization task. Two

inimal pairs, not present in the target story, were used: collect–correct
nd alive–arrive. To avoid a bias towards either the /l/ or the /ô/
nterpretation of the ambiguous stimuli, the two pairs had an opposite
attern of word frequency, with the /l/ word being more frequent for
he alive–arrive pair (1135 per million for alive and 157 per million
or arrive) and the /ô/ word being more frequent for collect–correct
117 per million for collect and 804 per million for correct). The words
ere recorded by the same speaker who recorded the story. The two
embers of each word pair were subsequently morphed together using
64

(

able 2
verage percentage of /ô/ responses in each experimental condition (with standard
eviation in brackets).
Listeners Clean listening condition Noise listening condition

/ô/-ambiguous /l/-ambiguous /ô/-ambiguous /l/-ambiguous

Native 65.62% (47.50) 62.62% (48.38) 69.54% (46.03) 62.57% (48.40)
Non-native 62.30% (48.47) 60.19% (48.95) 57.78% (49.40) 53.50% (49.88)

the procedure described in the previous subsection. The test phase in
the experiment included five steps from each of the two continua: the
most ambiguous step between /l/ and /ô/ as determined on the basis
of the pre-test, and the two steps preceding and following it. For the
alive–arrive pair these were steps 3–7, and for collect–correct these were
steps 2–6.

2.4. Procedure

All participants were tested individually in a quiet cubicle or in
a sound-attenuated booth. Prior to the experiment, they filled in a
consent form and a short questionnaire containing questions about their
age, education, and language background. Subsequently, participants
were given verbal instructions about the upcoming tasks. Additionally,
they saw instructions on the computer screen informing them that
they would be hearing a story in English. The story was played to
the listeners binaurally through headphones. Once participants finished
listening to the story, a message appeared on the screen indicating that
they had to press a button on the button box to proceed to the next task.
When participants pressed the button, instructions for the test phase of
the experiment appeared on the screen.

The test phase was in the form of a phonetic categorization task
where participants had to press a button on the button box to indicate
which item (alive or arrive; collect or correct) they had just heard. The
left button on the button box corresponded to the item with the /l/
sound and the right button corresponded to the item with the /ô/ sound.

Since the testing setup used with the native group was not equipped
ith a button box, participants used the ‘‘z’’ key on the keyboard as

he left button and the ‘‘m’’ key as the right button. The two response
ptions were also visually presented on a computer screen. Test stimuli
ere divided over four blocks, with a self-paced pause after each block.
ach block consisted of the five steps of each pair presented three times
n a random order. Participants thus listened to 120 test items. Exposure
nd test phases were followed by the LexTALE task for the non-native
isteners.

. Results

To investigate the effect of the presence of background noise on
exically-guided perceptual learning in native and non-native listeners,
he responses in the phonetic categorization task were analyzed. We
xcluded one participant from the analysis (from the group of native
isteners, /ô/-exposure group, noise listening condition), because due
o a technical error her responses from the final block were missing.
able 2 shows the percentage of /ô/ responses in each experimental
ondition.

All analyses were performed in R (version 3.0.2) using mixed effects
ogistic regression with glmer (package lme4) with the optimizer set to
OBYQA (Powell, 2009) and the number of iterations set to 100000.
he dependent variable was the response to the ambiguous sound,
here /l/ responses were coded as 0 and /ô/ responses as 1. We

tarted the analysis from an overall model including the native and
he non-native listener groups in both listening conditions (clean and
oise) containing all predictors: Exposure Condition (/ô/-ambiguous
r /l/-ambiguous version of the story), Noise (whether the story was
resented in clean or in noise), Step on the continuum, Language
whether the participant was a native or a non-native listener), Word
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Table 3
The meaning of the category labels in the statistical tables.

Category in statistical tables Actual category Other category

Exposure Condition1 /l/-ambiguous /ô/-ambiguous
Language1 Dutch English
Noise1 clean noise
Word1 alive–arrive collect–correct

pair (collect–correct or alive–arrive) and all possible five-, four-, three-
nd two-way interactions between them. Step on the continuum was
ncluded as a categorical variable,1 all other variables were recoded
sing deviation coding.

A backward selection procedure was applied in which interactions
nd predictors that were not significant at the 5% level were one-
y-one removed from the model, starting with the interactions with
he highest, non-significant p values. Each change in the fixed effect
tructure was evaluated by inspecting the likelihood ratio changes with
he anova function.

Note, that all tables that display the statistical results contain labels
eferring to experimental variables. Their meaning is given in Table 3.
s we applied deviation coding (the standard coding in analyses of
ariance), the 𝛽 value of the category not given can be inferred from
he category presented. The 𝛽 values of the categories add up to zero.
he estimates of the parameters from the best fitting model are shown

n Table 4.
We expected to find a difference between the two exposure groups,

hich would manifest itself as a significant effect of Exposure Condi-
ion. However, as shown in Table 4 the main effect of Exposure Condi-
ion was not significant. However, Exposure Condition contributed to
wo significant two-way interactions with Word and Step. Moreover,
three-way interaction with Word, Language, and Exposure Condition

emained in the final model, as its removal significantly decreased the
odel fit. Given a significant effect of the word pair in the emergence

f lexically-guided perceptual learning (Word and its interactions; also
ound in Drozdova et al. (2016)), we ran separate analyses for the
ollect–correct and alive–arrive word pairs.

.1. Collect–correct

Responses for the collect–correct test continuum were analyzed with
he same backward selection procedure explained in the previous sec-
ion (but excluding the factor Word). Fig. 1 shows proportions of
isteners’ responses for the collect–correct test continuum separately

for native and non-native listeners and different listening conditions.
Table 5 shows the estimates of the parameters that were included in
the final model for this analysis.

Contrasting with the main analysis, the analysis for the collect–
correct word pair revealed a significant main effect of Exposure Condi-
tion (see also the factor Exposure Condition in Table 5), which means
that the /ô/-exposure group gave significantly more /ô/ responses in
the phonetic categorization task than the /l/-exposure group for the
collect–correct test continuum. This effect of Exposure Condition was
significantly different for the first two steps on the continuum compared
to Step 3 (significant interaction between Step and Exposure Condition;
first two continuum steps on Fig. 1) and did not depend on the language
background of the listeners nor the presence of background noise dur-
ing exposure (no significant interactions between Exposure Condition
and Noise or Exposure Condition and Language in the final best fitting
model).

1 Figs. 1 and 2 show that the responses do not show a linear pattern, which
s confirmed by the fact that the AIC with step as a continuous variable has a
ower AIC (AIC categorical = 35326.7, AIC continuous = 35792.3; a quadratic

polynomial did not improve our model: AIC quadratic = 35555.1).
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Table 4
Fixed-effect estimates of the performance of the listeners in the phonetic categorization
task.

Fixed effect 𝛽 SE p

Intercept 0.919 0.068 <.001

Exposure Condition1 −0.127 0.067 0.057

Step1 −2.890 0.034 <.001

Step2 −1.462 0.027 <.001

Step3 0.371 0.027 <.001

Step4 1.330 0.033 <.001

Noise1 0.085 0.068 0.208

Word1 0.422 0.017 <.001

Exposure Condition1 x Step1 −0.230 0.033 <.001

Exposure Condition1 x Step2 −0.130 0.026 <.001

Exposure Condition1 x Step3 0.025 0.026 0.341

Exposure Condition1 x Step4 0.131 0.030 <.001

Language1 x Noise1 0.132 0.067 0.051

Language1 x Exposure Condition1 0.037 0.067 0.575

Language1 x Word1 −0.100 0.017 <.001

Step1 x Language1 0.010 0.033 0.772

Step2 x Language1 −0.072 0.026 0.006

Step3 x Language1 −0.001 0.026 0.952

Step4 x Language1 0.055 0.033 0.086

Step1 x Noise1 0.156 0.033 <.001

Step2 x Noise1 0.070 0.027 0.009

Step3 x Noise1 0.007 0.027 0.780

Step4 x Noise1 −0.087 0.032 0.007

Exposure Condition1 x Word1 0.156 0.014 <.001

Step1 x Word1 −0.072 0.031 0.020

Step2 x Word1 0.267 0.026 <.001

Step3 x Word1 0.066 0.027 0.014

Step4 x Word1 0.287 0.032 <.001

Noise1 x Word1 −0.016 0.016 0.338

Language1 x Step1 x Noise1 0.165 0.033 <.001

Language1 x Step2 x Noise1 0.035 0.026 0.181

Language1 x Step3 x Noise1 −0.011 0.027 0.666

Language1 x Step4 x Noise1 −0.048 0.031 0.117

Step1 x Noise1 x Word1 −0.013 0.031 0.680

Step2 x Noise1 x Word1 −0.073 0.026 0.005

Step3 x Noise1 x Word1 0.011 0.026 0.676

Step4 x Noise1 x Word1 −0.004 0.031 0.910

Step1 x Language1 x Word1 0.085 0.031 0.005

Step2 x Language1 x Word1 0.030 0.026 0.250

Step3 x Language1 x Word1 0.018 0.027 0.500

Step4 x Language1 x Word1 −0.003 0.032 0.920

Noise1 x Language1 x Word1 −0.129 0.015 <.001

Language1 x Word1 x Exposure Condition1 −0.026 0.014 0.060

Native and non-native listeners differed in the overall number of
/ô/-responses in the phonetic categorization task in the noise listening
condition: native listeners gave more /ô/ responses in the noisy lis-
tening condition than non-native listeners (see significant interaction
between Noise and Language and panels on the right in Fig. 1). Ad-
ditionally, the difference at the first step of the continuum was larger
for the native listeners than for the non-native listeners, especially in
the noise condition (significant interaction between Language, Step and

Noise).
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Fig. 1. Proportion of native listeners’ (lower panels) and non-native listeners’ (upper panels) /ô/-responses for the collect–correct test continuum in the clean and the noisy listening
condition. Responses of participants who were exposed to the /ô/-ambiguous version of the story are represented with the black line with triangles. Responses of the participants
exposed to the /l/-ambiguous version of the story are shown with the gray line with squares.
3.2. Alive–arrive

For the alive–arrive test continuum, the estimates of the parameters
included in the final model for the native and non-native listeners for
both listening conditions together are presented in Table 6.

As can be seen in Table 6, no main effect of Exposure Condition was
observed in the analysis for the alive–arrive test continuum, although
Exposure Condition contributed to a significant interaction with the
continuum step. As can be seen in Fig. 2, this significant interaction was
not caused by the difference between /ô/ and /l/-exposure conditions,
but rather by the differences between continuum steps. Although there
were no differences between the /ô/ and /l/-exposure conditions on the
third step of the test continuum, there were slightly more /ô/-responses
on the first steps of the continuum for the /ô/-exposure group than
for the /l/-exposure group, while on the last steps of the continuum
this difference reversed. In general, irrespective of the native language
of the listeners or the listening condition (noise or clean), there was
no learning effect for the alive–arrive test continuum. However, sim-
ilar to the collect–correct test continuum, native listeners gave more
/ô/ responses than non-native listeners. This difference, however, was
modified by listening condition and continuum step.

4. Discussion and conclusions

The present study investigated the effect of intermittent noise on
lexically-guided perceptual learning in native and non-native listening.
We hypothesized that intermittent noise has a detrimental effect on
lexically-guided perceptual learning, especially for non-native listeners,
due to the detrimental effect of background noise on the competition
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process. However, contrary to our hypothesis, lexically-guided percep-
tual learning was observed for both native and non-native listeners
irrespective of the presence of intermittent noise. Note, however, this
effect was only observed for the collect–correct word pair while no effect
was found for the alive–arrive word pair for either listener group. In our
discussion, we first focus on the different pattern of responses for the
collect–correct and alive–arrive word pairs, and then discuss the results
for the native and non-native listeners in the clean versus the noisy
listening condition.

The ambiguous sounds used in the exposure and test phases were
chosen on the basis of a pre-test with non-native listeners, as they
were our main group of interest. In order to be able to compare the
native and non-native listeners’ ability to show lexically-guided per-
ceptual learning, the same stimuli were used for both listener groups.
Nevertheless, in the present study, lexically-guided perceptual learning
was found for both listener groups in both listening conditions for the
collect–correct word pair, while no lexically-guided perceptual learning
was observed for the alive–arrive word pair. Since neither listener group
showed perceptual learning for the alive–arrive continuum in either
listening condition, and since perceptual learning has been shown for
many different continuums (see for an overview Scharenborg et al.
(2019)), including the continuum used in this work Mitterer et al.
(2013), it is likely that the lack of a perceptual learning effect for
alive–arrive was due to idiosyncracies with the steps selected for the
alive–arrive continuum. Indeed, acoustic analyses in Drozdova et al.,
2016 suggest that the steps for alive–arrive might not be as well posi-
tioned on the continuum as they were for the collect–correct pair. In
particular, the first step of the alive–arrive continuum was found to
be more /ô/-like than the first step of the collect–correct continuum.
Moreover, the schwa-initial structure of the alive–arrive pair means that
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Fig. 2. Proportion of native listeners’ (lower panels) and non-native listeners’ (upper panels) /ô/-responses for the alive–arrive test continuum in the clean and noisy listening
conditions. Responses of participants who were exposed to the /ô/-ambiguous version of the story are represented with the black line with triangles. Responses of the participants
exposed to the /l/-ambiguous version of the story are shown with the gray line with squares.
the monosyllabic words life and rife could have been activated and com-
peted with the carrier words alive and arrive. This would be consistent
with the stress-based segmentation mechanisms assumed in languages
with a statistical bias for stress-initial words (Cutler and Norris, 1988;
Norris et al., 1995). If the ambiguous [l/ô] sound was perceived as
word-initial, then it would have been less likely to demonstrate re-
tuning, as we know from Jesse and McQueen (2011). If true, then it
might be the case that lexical retuning only occurs or is only revealed in
words in which the ambiguous sound is not the start of an existing word
embedded in the longer word. Therefore, in our subsequent discussion,
we will focus on the collect–correct word pair where the [l/ô] sound
was ambiguous enough to induce lexically-guided perceptual learning
in both listener groups.

The results for the clean listening condition are in line with nu-
merous earlier studies (e.g., for native listeners: Eisner and McQueen,
2006; Norris et al., 2003; Scharenborg et al., 2015; and for non-native
listeners: Cutler et al., 2018; Drozdova et al., 2016; Reinisch et al.,
2013). Both the study by Drozdova et al. (2016) and the present
study demonstrate that despite differences in native and non-native
listening, relatively proficient non-native listeners are able to retune
their non-native phonetic categories as a result of exposure to an
ambiguous sound (see Cutler et al., 2018 for a discussion on the role
of phonological similarity between the native and non-native language
of the listeners on this adaptation process).

With respect to the noise condition, Zhang and Samuel (2014)
found that learning was blocked in the presence of noise during native
listening, whereas the present study found the opposite. There is,
however, an important difference between our study and the study by
Zhang and Samuel (2014). During the exposure phase in the Zhang
and Samuel study, the entire stimulus was masked by noise with the
exception of the critical ambiguous sound. In our study, noise was
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far less prevalent, since it was never present on the words containing
the ambiguous sound and most of the time also not on the words di-
rectly preceding and following the critical word. As Zhang and Samuel
argued, the wide-spread presence of noise during exposure increased
the inherent variability in the pronunciation of the speech sounds.
Consequently, the variability of the ambiguous sound, which normally
would trigger lexically-guided perceptual learning, would prevent the
ambiguous sound from acting as a reliable cue to trigger retuning. In
our study, the presence of noise might have increased the variability
of the speech signal locally, but it did not reduce the reliability of
the variability of the ambiguous sound as a cue to lexically-guided
perceptual learning as evidenced by the fact that both the native and
the non-native groups of listeners showed retuning in the intermittent
noise listening condition. Therefore, our study shows that the presence
of background noise does not necessarily disrupt retuning, even when
phonological representations and lexical knowledge are non-native as
in listening in a non-native language.

McQueen and Huettig (2012) previously demonstrated that the pres-
ence of intermittent noise in the speech signal alters the competition
process during native spoken word recognition and makes listeners less
confident about the words they are hearing. Moreover, Scharenborg
et al. (2018) showed that the presence of background noise increases
the number of activated words in both native and non-native listening.
Keeping multiple word candidates in memory can thus slow down
recognition of the target word (Norris et al., 1995) containing the
ambiguous sound. However, the present results show that even when
intermittent background noise is present in the signal, the crucial
lexical information to disambiguate the ambiguous sound is available
in time for both native listeners and relatively proficient non-native
listeners. Given the role of lexical and phonological knowledge in
lexically-guided perceptual learning (Norris et al., 2003; Cutler et al.,
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Table 5
Fixed-effect estimates of the performance of the listeners in the phonetic categorization
task for the collect–correct word pair.

Fixed effect 𝛽 SE p

Intercept 0.596 0.105 <.001

Exposure Condition1 −0.355 0.104 0.001

Step 1 −3.429 0.062 <.001

Step 2 −2.085 0.047 <.001

Step 3 0.431 0.041 <.001

Step 4 1.320 0.044 <.001

Noise1 0.137 0.105 0.192

Language1 −0.228 0.105 0.031

Exposure Condition1 x Step1 −0.265 0.060 <.001

Exposure Condition1 x Step2 −0.174 0.046 <.001

Exposure Condition1 x Step3 0.061 0.040 0.129

Exposure Condition1 x Step4 0.141 0.043 0.001

Step1 x Noise1 0.150 0.059 0.012

Step2 x Noise1 0.135 0.046 0.003

Step3 x Noise1 −0.012 0.041 0.767

Step4 x Noise1 −0.094 0.043 0.031

Step1 x Language1 −0.081 0.059 0.176

Step2 x Language1 −0.133 0.046 0.004

Step3 x Language −0.043 0.041 0.281

Step4 x Language 0.058 0.044 0.188

Noise1 x Language1 0.300 0.105 0.004

Language1 x Step1 x Noise1 0.164 0.059 0.006

Language1 x Step2 x Noise1 0.053 0.046 0.248

Language1 x Step3 x Noise1 0.050 0.041 0.218

Language1 x Step4 x Noise1 −0.021 0.044 0.623

2008), and the influence of the presence of background noise on the
interpretation of this information (Ben-David et al., 2011; Brouwer
and Bradlow, 2011, 2016; McQueen and Huettig, 2012; Scharenborg
et al., 2018), future studies should increase the length of the noise
fragments and/or reduce the SNR to determine the conditions under
which lexically-guided perceptual learning is fully disrupted as was
found in the study by Zhang and Samuel (2014).

Native and non-native listeners in the present study were surpris-
ingly similar in how they dealt with the ambiguous sound in the
collect–correct test continuum. The only observed difference between
the two groups was the number of /ô/-responses in the noisy listen-
ing condition: native listeners gave significantly more /ô/-responses
than non-native listeners. This result suggests that the presence of
noise changed the perception of the target sound (despite not being
masked by noise) for the non-native listeners, but since this change
occurred for both the /l/-exposure and the /ô/-exposure group, no
difference in lexically-guided perceptual learning between clean and
noisy listening conditions was observed. Broersma and Scharenborg
(2010) previously demonstrated that the presence of noise affects Dutch
listeners’ perception of English /ô/ to a greater extent than native
listeners’ perception. Apparently, this difference is present even when
noise occurs intermittently, and can be observed even in the subsequent
perception of /l/ and /ô/ when listeners hear the items in clean.

Previous studies underlined a number of factors impeding lexically-
guided perceptual learning in native listening, such as variability at-
tributed to a certain dialect (Kraljic et al., 2008a) or a pen in the mouth
of the speaker (Kraljic et al., 2008b), initial position of the ambiguous
sound in the word (Jesse and McQueen, 2011), or the presence of
background noise, which covered all the stimuli except the target
sounds (Zhang and Samuel, 2014). The present study demonstrates
that the presence of intermittent noise does not fall into the group of
68
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Table 6
Fixed-effect estimates of the performance of the listeners in the phonetic categorization
task for the alive–arrive word pair.

Fixed effect 𝛽 SE p

Intercept 1.430 0.080 <.001

Exposure Condition1 0.044 0.079 0.578

Step1 −3.191 0.049 <.001

Step2 −1.293 0.038 <.001

Step3 0.485 0.042 <.001

Step4 1.747 0.055 <.001

Noise1 0.086 0.081 0.283

Language1 −0.423 0.080 <.001

Exposure Condition1 x Step1 −0.258 0.046 <.001

Exposure Condition1 x Step2 −0.142 0.037 <.001

Exposure Condition1 x Step3 −0.019 0.040 0.633

Exposure Condition1 x Step4 0.187 0.052 <.001

Step1 x Noise1 0.109 0.047 0.021

Step2 x Noise1 −0.027 0.038 0.471

Step3 x Noise1 0.040 0.041 0.339

Step4 x Noise1 −0.054 0.054 0.322

Step1 x Language1 0.109 0.047 0.020

Step2 x Language1 −0.047 0.037 0.213

Step3 x Language1 0.019 0.041 0.652

Step4 x Language1 0.059 0.054 0.276

Noise1 x Language1 0.007 0.080 0.921

Step1 x Noise1 x Language1 0.173 0.047 <.001

Step2 x Noise1 x Language1 0.086 0.038 0.023

Step3 x Noise1 x Language1 −0.041 0.041 0.324

Step4 x Noise1 x Language1 −0.123 0.054 0.023

these impeding factors, as lexically-guided perceptual learning remains
robust in native and non-native listening irrespective of the listening
conditions. This is an important finding showing that the perceptual
system of non-native listeners can remain as flexible as that of native
listeners even in harder and challenging listening conditions.
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Appendix A. Clean version of the story used in the exposure phase,
with target words indicated in boldface.

He opened the magazine, immediately2 saw his own name, and
began wondering how many fans had commented on his team’s web
page since Monday. He had been ignoring his phone, TV and the
Internet since Monday evening, and wished the event to quietly fade
out of his memory. His team had happily gone to an away game on
Monday, but met an unexpected and humiliating defeat. It ended in a
one-to-seven defeat against the neighboring city’s team, undoubtedly
thought to be the weakest of the two. The bookies gains on this one
must have seemed apparent to anyone.

Nobody could adequately imagine that outcome: the team had
accumulated wins and defeated opponents, attacking and defending
with the acquired ease. It had operated as a machine does: it was
fast and accurate. Magazines had been admiring him, speaking about
his inherent gift as a coach, his coherent tactics, and his ability to
change any team into one of the best category. But on Monday those
outstanding capabilities vanished as if they had not once existed. The
team showed a sudden inability to attack, cooperate and defend. He
knew: he had to quit his post immediately. No moderate steps can be
expected in this situation. It was so sad: his job had given him money,
fame, and mobility.

Upon entering into the top-division competition, he hadn’t ex-
pected to achieve anything. In an off-camera dialogue with a talk-
show host, he even openly admitted it. But now the thought of having
to join that catalogue of coaches, each one queuing up to find a
new coaching position, intimidated him. He expected no equality of
chances: no famous team was going to invite him now as a coach. No
one. That’s enough, he thought. He had to face the situation and this
inequality and pay no attention to ignorant fans. Act independently
of what they might say. The exact moment he decided that mind-
wandering, sitting and thinking about his devastating situation had
no utility, somebody knocked at his window.

Appendix B. Noisified version of the story used in the exposure
phase

He opened3 the magazine, immediately saw his own name, and
egan wondering how many fans had commented on his team’s web

page since Monday. He had been ignoring his phone, TV and the Inter-
et since Monday evening, and wished the event to quietly fade out of

his memory. His team had happily gone to an away game on Monday,
but met an unexpected and humiliating defeat. (pause). It ended in a
ne-to-seven defeat against the neighboring city’s team, undoubtedly
hought to be the weakest of the two. The bookies gains on this one
ust have seemed apparent to anyone.

Nobody could adequately imagine that outcome: the team had ac-
umulatedwins and defeated opponents, attacking and defending with

the acquired ease. It had operated as a machine does: it was fast
and accurate. Magazines had been admiring him, speaking about his
inherent gift as a coach, his coherent tactics, and his ability to
hange any team into one of the best category. But on Monday those
utstanding capabilities vanished as if they had not once existed. The

team showed a sudden inability to attack, cooperate and defend. He
knew: he had to quit his post immediately. (pause). No moderate
teps can be expected in this situation. It was so sad: his job had

given him money, fame, and mobility.
Upon entering into the top-division competition, he hadn’t ex-

ected to achieve anything (pause). In an off-camera dialogue with
talk-show host, he even openly admitted it. But now the thought of

having to join that catalogue of coaches, each one queuing up to find

2 Target words are in bold.
3 Underlined fragments are masked by noise.
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a new coaching position, intimidated him. He expected no equality of
chances: no famous team was going to invite him now as a coach. No
one. That’s enough, he thought. He had to face the situation and this
inequality and pay no attention to ignorant fans. (pause). Act inde-
pendently of what they might say. The exact moment he decided that
mind wandering, sitting and thinking about his devastating situation
had no utility, somebody knocked at his window.
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